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Victory Tour Light Blue Shirt And White Pants
(1984)

Stage costume consisting of white pants with crystal paillette pinstripes and a light blue shirt with rhinestone
and crystal paillettes. The outfit was designed by Bill Whitten and worn by Michael at the Victory Tour and the
1984 Harrison Funk photoshoot. The pants and shirt include a Bill Whitten tag, the shirt also includes a
Michael tag.
From The Golden Closet:
This light blue beaded shirt and white pants with rhinestones were worn by legendary performer Michael
Jackson on stage during the 1984 â€œVictory Tour"...The shirt was worn with multiple styles of pants during
the tour. The pair of pants included with this outfit was worn with the shirt on opening night of the Dodger
Stadium performances in Los Angeles, California on November 30, 1984. Mr. Jackson also appeared
wearing the shirt in numerous photographs used to promote the Victory Tour. A majority of the print materials
for the tour showcase Jackson wearing the shirt with a sequin and rhinestone encrusted gold and blue floral
patterned jacket. This jacket is currently on display at the Grammy Museum in Los Angeles as part of their
special exhibit, â€œMichael Jackson: A Musical Legacy." ...The long sleeved shirt with small stand collar is
constructed of light blue silky polyester and is heavily embellished with clear bugle beads on the collar and
front in a cascade pattern. The full sleeves are gathered at the shoulder and wrist, and are embellished from
the cuff to the elbow with the same beading pattern. The stand collar is edged with large round rhinestones,
and the front hidden-snap closure is edged with clear baguette rhinestones. The shirt attaches to the pants
with bands of Velcro around the waist and also has Velcro fastenings at the cuffs. The Velcro and snaps were
used to both keep the singerâ€™s shirt tucked in when dancing and to aid in quick changes between
costumes during the live performances. The tab front pants are made of thick stretch polyester, and are
embellished with stripes of clear bugle beads dotted with round rhinestones. The inner waistband has strips
of Velcro sewn in to attach the shirt to the pants. Both pieces have the original Bill Whitten labels, and the
shirt has an additional label with â€œMICHAEL JACKSONâ€• printed in black ink sewn inside the collar. Both
the shirt and pants were custom tailored for Mr. Jackson for his use on stage by costume designer Bill
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Whitten. Presented by The Golden Closet, your premier source for screen used wardrobe, props, and music
entertainment memorabilia. Photos and descriptions are the sole property of The Golden Closet.
Sold by Julien's Auctions (Lot #329) for $23,040 at their 2010 "Legends" auction. Â All screen captures are
the property of their respective owners.
Vendor Information

Reviews: There are no reviews for this item.
Please log in to write a review.
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